The Dustbane Way
Restoration: Fire Damage

Cleaning up fire damage starts with a simple program. Ask us about a custom program that will meet your individual needs.
Here’s our baseline recommendation.
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Cleaner & Degreaser: Power Kleen
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Disinfectant: UniTab
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Disinfectant & Deodorizer: Oxy-Q

Restoration after a fire can involve oily residues and
grease from extinguisher foam or moisture. Power
Kleen is an effective chemical that can be sprayed on
most hard surfaces to remove soils quickly without
leaving behind harsh fumes.
• Dilute in cold water at a rate of 1:5
• Available in 750 mL & 5 L.
UniTab is proven effective against a number of different
microorganisms that can result in mold spores in damp
environments. This compact tablet is perfect in areas
that require intense disinfection against bacterial growth.
DIN: 02470381.
• Dilute 2 tablets per 1 L of water for disinfection.
• Dilute 1 tablet per 20 L of water for sanitizing.
A building that has experienced a fire in the vicinity
can have unwanted films that produce foul smells
and bacteria. Oxy-Q uses hydrogen peroxide to
create a complete cleaning solution that can tackle
contaminated buildup and leave behind a fresh scent.
UL ECOLOGO® Certified. DIN: 02457148.
• Dilute in cold water at a rate of 1:80
• Available in 4 L.
Dustbane Products Ltd., 25 Pickering Pl., Ottawa, ON K1G 5P4
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Odour Control: ClearOut
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Debris Pickup: Targa 18 XL Tip & Pour
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Victory Electrostatic Sprayer/Backpack

Designed specifically for smoke odours, ClearOut is
beneficial in fire restoration as fires and smoke can
leave behind harsh odours that are hard to remove.
ClearOut removes the odours rather than masking
them with strong perfumes.
• Spray with a fine mist for optimal efficiency.
• Available in 2 L.
A wet & dry canister vacuum is essential for debris
pickup after a natural disaster. Built with a sturdy body,
the Targa 18 XL Tip & Pour can operate in high-demand
cleaning operations without damaging or corroding
the unit.
• Compatible with Tool Kit #3 & Front Mount
Squeegee.
Reduce the risks of mold and mildew by disinfecting
all surfaces, crevices, and tight areas. The Victory Series
can provide a 360° coverage on all targeted surfaces to
ensure disinfection and odour control are
achieved in all areas that can’t be reached.
• Available with a 0.25 gallon tank capacity
(Sprayer).
• Available with a 2.25 gallon tank capacity
(Backpack).

• Tel: 1-800-387-8226 Fax: 1-800-363-5309 www.dustbane.ca

